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HAPPY YOU (24”x12”)

1 Select Kachina cardstock (left) and Fountain cardstock (right)
as your layout base.
2 Trim a 12” x 8” piece of Sparkling Stripe paper and add
stitching around edge, if desired. Adhere (stripe side) to
layout, 1.5” from top edge and 1.25” from left edge. Trim
a 12” x 6” piece of Darcy paper and adhere (lined side) to
layout, 2.5” from top edge and 9.5” from left edge.
3 Using a scallop edge punch, punch a 9.5” border from
Beaming Butterflies paper (yellow dot side). Adhere to
layout above lined paper, 2” from top edge and 3.5” from
right edge.

Adhere the 3 smaller photos across lined paper as shown,
3” from top edge.
6 Locate Olivia paper and fussy-cut the sun/clouds and paper
airplane. Using dimensional adhesive, adhere sun/clouds
and airplane to layout as shown.
7 To add stitched trail behind airplane, lightly sketch loops
onto cardstock in pencil and punch holes with a paper
piercer, spacing them .125” apart. Erase pencil lines and
use white embroidery thread to stitch holes.
(cont’d)

4 Using a scallop edge punch, punch a 9.5” border from
Blooming Blossoms paper (pink gingham side). Adhere
below striped paper, 2” from bottom edge and 2.5” from
left edge.
5 Print a 4.75” x 7” photo and three 3.25” x 5” photos. Using
dimensional adhesive, adhere the largest photo on left
side of layout, 2.25” from top edge and 2” from left edge.

DESI GN TI P: A two-page layout doesn’t require a single color background! Keep things interesting by choosing varying shades of the
same color, like the dark aqua and light mint Lisa used here.
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8 Locate pink, aqua and navy striped Fancy Pants tags.
Using aqua ink, stamp “Be You” on the top of pink tag.
Type or write journaling below. On the aqua tag, use white
Doodlebug stickers to spell out “YOU” on edge of
tag. Using dimensional adhesive, adhere the tags in
between the photos, overlapping as shown.
9 Write journaling to the right of airplane. Use glue
dots to adhere pink and gray acrylic flowers to the
right of journaling. Select red heart Fancy Pants
puffy sticker and adhere near flowers.
0 Select the “happy” Fancy Pants puffy sticker and
apply vertically to aqua tag as shown. Locate three
aqua heart stickers and apply them to the clouds
and pink tag as shown. Use a glue dot to adhere blue
acrylic bird to clouds.
Embellish acrylic flower centers with small Doodlebug
sprinkles. Add three small sprinkles vertically on lower left
edge of striped paper.

PHOTOGRAPHY TI P : When featuring a series of similar photos (or

photos with lots of bright colors that might not coordinate with your
layout), chose one photo to highlight in color and print the others in
black & white.
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1 Select Stonehenge cardstock as your
layout base. Trim a 1.25” x 12” piece of
Amelia paper and adhere (stripe side) to
left edge of layout.
2 Cut three circles (4.5”, 1.75” and 1.25”)
from My Happy paper (solid pink side).
Cut three circles (5”, 2.25” and 1.75”)
from Blooming Blossoms paper (pink
gingham side). Add stitching to edges
of solid pink circles, if desired. Using
dimensional adhesive, adhere atop pink
gingham circles.

TODAY (12”x12”)

3 Cut three circles (2”, 2.75” and 3”) from All Positive paper
(solid aqua side). Cut three circles (2.5”, 3.25” and 3.55”)
from Good Day paper (stripe side). Add stitching to edges
of solid aqua circles, if desired. Using dimensional adhesive,
adhere atop aqua stripe circles.
4 Cut three circles (2.75”, 2.75” and 1.75”) from Hello paper
(text side). Cut two circles (4” and 1.75”) from Olivia paper
(gray chevron side). Fussy cut foil circles from Zoey paper
(large gray, small gray, large yellow and large pink).
5 Arrange all the cut circles on the layout, overlapping as
shown. Use dimensional adhesive to adhere.
6 Print two 2.5” x 4” photos. Adhere atop circles.
7 Use the exclusive kit cut files to electronically cut “Today”
from white cardstock, approximately 7” wide. Adhere to
layout as shown.
8 Type or write journaling on white cardstock. Cut into strips
and adhere under title.

9 Locate Maya Road flower clip. Use liquid adhesive (or small
stitches) to adhere clip to center of the yellow circle in the
upper left.
0 Using black ink and the date stamp from the kit set, stamp
image on white cardstock. Trim out the rectangle and use
date stamp to add date. Adhere above photos as shown.
Use Doodlebug Sprinkles to embellish areas in the upper
left, upper right and lower left.
Trim a 14” piece of white ribbon and adhere vertically on
left side of layout, covering the seam between the stripe
paper and cardstock. Secure ribbon ends to backside of
layout.

D ES I G N T I P: Circles are a great way to add motion and
energy to a layout! Vary the circle sizes and overlap them to
create a dynamic matte for your photos.
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BEAUTIFUL DAY CARD (4.25x5.5)
1 Trim a 4.25” x 5.5” piece of Life is Good paper (yellow side).
Using yellow ink and the “#spring” and arrow stamps, stamp
rows of images at an angle across the paper. Add stitching
between the stamped rows, if desired.
2 Using a scallop edge punch, punch a 5.5 borders from Darcy
paper (lined side). Adhere to the right edge of an A2 card
base. Adhere the yellow stamped/stitched piece atop card
base.
3 Trim out the pink gingham “Spring Showers” card from
Journaling Cards paper. Adhere to center of card base.
4 Trim out “It’s A Beautiful Day” card from Journaling Cards
paper (white center portion only). Use dimensional adhesive
to adhere atop the pink gingham card.

DESI GN TI P: Smaller scale patterns are ideal for cards, and
you can create your own papers using tiny stamps! Repeat
the images in a pattern and stamp them off the edges of the
paper for custom look.

5 Use the kit cut files to electronically cut a 1” wide butterfly
from My Happy paper. Using pink ink and the small butterfly
stamp, repeatedly stamp the image on the pink side of diecut butterfly.
6 Use the kit cut files to electronically cut a a 2.25” wide
butterfly from All Positive paper. Using blue ink and the
bunny tail stamp, repeatedly stamp the image on the aqua
side of die-cut. Color in circles with an aqua colored pencil.
7 Gently fold the stamped butterflies in the center so the
wings bend upwards. Using glue dots, adhere the butterflies
to the card base as shown.
8 Trim a yellow pom pom from the May Arts trim and use
liquid adhesive to adhere it to the center of sun on the card
base.
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Q U A R T E R LY K R A F T K I T S

designer & cut files

Lisa Dickinson
is a graphic designer
living in Colorado with her
husband, two kids, and a
menagerie of various pets.
Lisa was introduced to the
scrapbook hobby in 1998
after attending a Creative
Memories party. Her first scrap project was an album
documenting her honeymoon, complete with shaped
photos and lots & lots of stickers! In the years following, her style evolved and in 2003, she had her first
layout published in Simple Scrapbooks magazine.
Since then, she has contributed to several magazines
and manufacturer design teams, as well as authoring
the book Design Workshop from Ella Publishing.
When she’s not scrapping, Lisa enjoys running, cooking and beating her family at Trivial Pursuit.
See more of Lisa’s work at:
www.lisadickinson.typepad.com

As April showers give way to May flowers,
we’re working hard on the SCT Delivered
summer kits. Be sure to check the website on
June 1, 2016 for the kit reveal!

ONLINE BONUS
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Check your email for the link to download these
exclusive Sunny Days electronic cut files!

